


OUR HOUSES TELL US

HOW WE LIVE

&

WHAT WE VALUE

THINKING ABOUT THE HOUSES

WE SEE AND LIVE IN

THINK :     FORM / STRUCTURE / MATERIALS

THINK :     SPACES

THINK :     BELIEFS

THINK :     DECORATION

THINK :     COMMUNITY / ENVIRONMENT



The FORM and MATERIALS used in a traditional house tell 
us about our environment.  Houses from different 
ecological areas have different roof forms and use available 
materials to construct their roofs and to build their walls 
such as wood, lime thatch, bamboo, mud/clay, stone and 
laterite.

FORM, MATERIALS AND STRUCTURE



Kerala house



Verandah of Kerala house with wooden walls



Gable, Kerala house



Sketch of Kerala house with wooden wall and tiled roof



Floor plan of Kerala house
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KERALA HOUSE

Suggestions for discussion and questions

Steep long roofs.

Why are the roofs so steep at 45°

What is the climate of Kerala?

Gables: 

Why do the roofs have gables?

Timber walls:

Why do you think the walls have that specific design?



Ilkal weavers house, Bagalkote Dist., Karnataka



Loom, Ilkal weavers house, Bagalkote Dist., Karnataka



Kitchen, Ilkal weavers house, Bagalkote Dist., Karnataka



Sketch of Ilkal weavers house, Bagalkote Dist., Karnataka



Suggestions for discussion and questions

• What is the climate and environment of Northern Karnataka?

• Texture of the walls. Why are they made of stone?

• The flat roof: Why is it flat?  How do they get light?

What do they do during rains?

• What would the open courtyard be used for?

• The room with the loom is the only room in the house besides the kitchen.

Where will the people sleep?  How will the family live there?

ILKAL WEAVERS HOUSE



Coastal area house from Andhra Pradesh



Palmyra trees



Interior of the coastal area house from Andhra Pradesh



Maintenance of the Chuttillu house, AP



Chuttillu house from coastal Andhra Pradesh
Floor plan of the Chuttillu

house from Andhra Pradesh



Suggestions for discussion and questions

Coastal Andhra is prone to cyclones.  

How will the round shape and steep roof help in a cyclone?

Look at the materials. 

What are the materials used?

What is the lady doing in what material?

Why?

CHUTTILLU HOUSE



Merchant house, Tamil Nadu



Verandah of Merchant house, Tamil Nadu



Courtyard of Merchant house, Tamil Nadu



Inside thinnai of Merchant house, Tamil Nadu



Inside single family room of Merchant house, Tamil Nadu



Sketch of Merchant house, Tamil Nadu



Courtyard and roofs are supported by columns

Rooms for each

son and 

his family



SPACES



Raised verandahs and entrance 

ways are very important.  Why?

South Indian houses had 

very little furniture.  Why?



Brahmin houses were clustered together along the streets 

surrounding a temple.  This is called an agraharam



Agraharam steet



Courtyards are special places.

They are the sacred centre of a house.

The vessel on the left holds rain water.

If the house has no courtyard, the outside

is used for sitting and sleeping and often

for cooking.  The house is sanctified 

through the drawing of kolam and 

lighting the lamp



PUBLIC SPACES AND ENVIRONMENT

Water is critical part of life and also determines how people live.  In Kerala 

where water was plenty, houses were scattered in their own fields. Each house 

had its own tank which was used for bathing and for agriculture.  Since a lot of 

Kerala’s population was Matrilineal (meaning property belonged to the women, 

not the men) the houses had wells half in the kitchen and half outside so women 

didn’t have to work to bring water.  

In Tamilnadu where water was scarce, houses were all clustered together so 

that the walk to the common well would not be too long.  This was also true in 

Andhra Pradesh.  Also each street was occupied only by family members and 

relations, so the street functioned as a social venue and people sat in the 

evenings on their verandahs and chatted with their relations.



In northern Karnataka, farmers in agricultural houses put their animals in 

an open enclosed courtyard before the house to keep them safe and 

warm in winter. These houses had a well and/or or a large cistern (a big 

built in sump for holding water) inside the house near this courtyard.

Water in all the states was managed by the communities there who saw 

to it that the water was evenly distributed to the farms and that the 

channels were desilted regularly. They built small reservoirs (eris) which 

were interconnected to larger tanks should the monsoon be very heavy, 

so that they were ensured of water all year long.  But once the 

government took on the responsibility of providing piped water all these 

efforts have fallen into disuse, leaving people vulnerable to disasters and 

drought.



DECORATI0NS AND DESIGN

All houses no matter how small were decorated



Doors are important and are decorated.  Why?



Door design



Door design



Door design



Door design



Niches for lamp



Lotus designs on the capital of the columns

The columns support the beams



Stucco designs on the windows of the Chickmagalur house, Karnataka



Stucco designs on the window of the Chickmagalur house, Karnataka



Tamil Nadu window A Kerala window



Abstract lotus designs



Chettinad entrance design envisioned by artist Narendra Babu



BELIEFS



The auspicious kolam is drawn during sunrise every morning in Tamil Nadu 



Kolam drawn on festivals representing the sun and four directions



Lotus Lilly



Niche for the lamp and stylized lotus



Lighting lamp in Kerala



Why is the lotus such a popular motif, not only with Hindus, but with 

Buddhists, Jains and even in Islam in India? The lotus grows in mud, 

grows upward through water and opens high above the water in the 

sky.  Why would this be regarded as significant?

Why do many houses put a lit oil lamp in their  open doorway at 

sunset and sunrise?

How do people feel about a house?  Is a house only a shelter for us 

to live in or is it something more?



Indian belief systems run very deep and have been recorded over many centuries.  Houses 

are thought to be a micro cosmos of the larger macro cosmos of the universe. A house is 

thought to be  vulnerable at its corners and outside and  sacred at its centre.  Everyday we 

have to take care that we keep out the bad energies and help to bring in the good energies 

which will keep us healthy, mentally and physically, and prosperous. Even today, 

shopkeepers will not sweep their stores at night since they feel they will sweep the 

presence of the Goddess Lakshmi out with the dust.  Older people like to keep their front 

door open always so that Lakshmi can enter.

Beneath all these individual beliefs is the feeling that we are a part of the greater cosmos which 

is represented on earth by nature, the life giving earth and the sun, the rains that give us our 

trees and rivers and the bountiful nature around us and we must take care of them and 

ourselves through a daily renewal of our appreciation.  In a sense, a house is viewed as a living 

organic entity. In the south there are many ceremonies involved in building a house. the first is 

to test the soil by creating a small water hole in which a blossom is put.  It must float clockwise; 

second there is an elaborate ceremony to the nine planets, called the ground breaking 

ceremony.  There is another ceremony when the main door frame  is erected, and a small 

packet of the navaratna, the nine auspicious stones, are placed under the frame.  Lastly there 

is the grahapravehsam, the housewarming ceremony during which rituals are conducted and 

fresh rice and milk are boiled on the stove, like Pongal. On all occasions the auspicious 

mandalas, the kolams, are drawn.  Earlier  a cow would have been  led through the house. 

Many other ceremonies, mainly involving the head asari (carpenter) or stapathi would have 

been conducted during the course of the building. These have now been dispensed with.



So a house is not just a building. It is much more in 

Indian  thought.  There are many texts which speak 

about these beliefs and the architecture  like the 

Brihat Samhita (6th  century ACE) and the Shilpa

Shastras (circ. 10th c ACE) and several more.



Thank You


